Tools, Instruments & Supplies

Aerosol Sprays

APA100CC

APA140CC

APA130CC

APA180CC

APA31CC

APA150CC

APA160CC

Water/Temp Resistant Grease is characterized by exceptional
mechanical stability, very high load-carrying ability, excellent resistance to water, oxidation and corrosion, with excellent performance
in high-low temperature environments.

Graphite lubricates and prevents wear between wire rope strands
long after the oil has been dispersed. Chain & Cable Lubricant also
contains a rust preventative to protect against exposure to moisture.
This product can increase wire rope life up to 300%.

Our premium-quality grease features excellent pumpability and
dispensing properties, and is therefore suitable for low-temperature
application. Contains no molybdenum sulfide.

APA180CC Chain & Cable Lubricant. 12-oz. cans, 6 cans/case
only.

APA100CC Aerosol WTRG. 16-oz. cans,
6 cans/case only.
Silicone Spray is a clear lubricant suitable for use on all sliding and
rubber surfaces. Recommended for doors, windows, rubber seals,
moving cables, weather stripping, gears & sprockets.
Adams Silicone Spray eliminates squeaks, keeps rubber seals
pliable, and promotes smooth movement of most rubber, plastic,
and metal parts. It is non-staining and has excellent electrical
resistance.

Guide Rail Lubricant applies a low-friction dry lubricating film
that protects rails for extended periods against rust and corrosion.
Sprayed rails do not require degreasing, a real time and labor saver.
Also recommended for parts that need to be stored indefinitely,
shipped overseas, or that may come into contact with salt or
saltwater spray.
APA31CC Guide Rail Lubricant. 16-oz. cans, 6 cans/case only.

APA140CC Silicone Spray. 12-oz. cans,
6 cans/case only.

Heavy-Duty Penetrating Oil is a powerful penetrating catalyst that
breaks through rusted joints and pipe threads with “capillary wet
drilling action.” It penetrates rusty, sticky, gummy, and frozen joints
regardless of temperature. It displaces moisture, and even starts
engines!

Solvent/Component Contact Cleaner is a strong degreaser
formulated for general-purpose parts cleaning. Use on all metal
surfaces and on oil-resistant rubber and plastic. Brush away loose
oil and grease...spray Solvent onto parts to be cleaned...and wipe
clean with rag or towel.

HD is a dissolving cleaner that lubricates while it works. It virtually
pulls itself uphill, around, and into tight cavities and bearing surfaces.
Use on industrial equipment to stop corrosion...on relays and other
electrical equipment...business machines...elevator buffers...U-bolts,
and more.

APA130CC Aerosol Solvent Parts Cleaner. 12-oz. cans, 6 cans/
case only.

Pinpoint sprayer eliminates messy waste; works upside down and
in all directions.

Chain & Cable Lubricant is a petroleum-base product compounded with graphite and additivies to give the best possible lubrication
to lift cables, pulleys, and chains. The lubricant penetrates dirt to
saturate chain links and cable surfaces for maximum wear resistance and rust protection.

APA150CC Heavy-Duty Penetrating Oil. 16-oz. cans, 6 cans/case
only.
Light Penetrating Oil is an excellent general-purpose lubricant for
use in the shop and at the job site. Can also be used as a shortterm rust inhibitor. Contains no graphite, molybdenum disulfide, etc.
APA160CC Light Penetrating Oil. 16-oz. cans, 6 cans/case only.
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